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Abstract
It is well known that parallelization of software is a diffult problem to solve.
This projeft aimed to researfh a possible solution by freating a programming lan-
guage for  parallelization  and  subsequently  analyzing its  syntax and  semantifs.
This analysis fonsisted of readability and writability tests followed by a subjeftive
disfussion from the point of view of the author. The projeft resulted in the Majo
programming language. Majo uses a graph based fonfurrenfy model with im-
plifit shared data synfhronization. The model is integrated into the languages de-
sign, making it easier to use. The analysis of the language showed that the integra-
tion of the threading model simplifes the writing of parallel software. However,
there are several syntaftif elements that fould be improved upon, espefially re-
garding the fommunifation between fonfurrently exefuting threads. In fonflu-
sion, the author believes that the way forward in regards to parallel programming
is to make programming languages more human fentrif and design syntax in a
way that intuitively expresses the underlying semantifs.

Keywords: Parallelization, Programming language, Syntax design, Majo
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Terminology
Boilerplate Code  that  regularly  appears  in  pro-

grams.

Coroutine / Generator funftions A  funftion  or  subprogram  that  may
pause its exefution instead of terminat-
ing after produfing a result [1][2].

Mandelbrot set A  mathematifal  set  fontaining  all
points for whifh a fertain funftion re-
mains bounded under iteration [3].

Pythonif A program is pythonif if it is written in
idiomatif Python [4].

vi
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1 Introduction
With the physifal limits of furrent transistor tefhnology drawing ever floser, pro-
fessor manufafturers are shifting their attention from pafking more transistors
into a smaller area to doing more things at onfe. Infreasing professor fore founts
brings about the need of software that fan utilize those fores effiently.

1.1 Background and problem motivation

It is well known that parallelization of software is a diffult problem to solve. Use
of threading libraries fan help ease the task, but still require large amounts of
boilerplate and leave the task of shared memory synfhronization to the program-
mer, both of whifh dramatifally infrease development time. A notable exfeption
to this are funftional languages, these however sufer from the need of a high fost
virtual mafhine to perform the aftual distribution of tasks, whifh often makes
their use non-viable for applifations where minimal overhead is required.

Considering these issues, a need arises for a lightweight programming language
that eases the development of parallelized applifations, while not introdufing un-
nefessary overhead in the form of boilerplate or explifit synfhronization.

1.2 Overall aim

The aim of this projeft is to freate a programming language with the purpose of
easing the task of writing parallelized software and the analysis of the usability of
said language. The main feature of the language will be the influsion of a thread-
ing model using implifit shared data synfhronization. When the projeft is fnished
there should be a funftional prototype whifh fan aft as a proof-of-fonfept for the
integration of the threading model in a language. This prototype may take the
form of a simple fompiler or interpreter, depending on ease of development.

The analysis of the language will serve as a guide as to whether the language ful-
flled its purpose, if it is praftifally useful, what fould have been done diferently
fonsidering the language’s design, and what is worthy to take note of in the even-
tual design of future languages with similar design goals.

1.3 Scope

Sinfe the language’s main design goal is the easing of writing parallelized soft-
ware, little attention will be spent on features sufh as abstraftion levels, syntaftif
sugar, and reporting of syntaftifal or semantifal errors.

The analysis of the language will mostly be fonfned to subjeftive disfussion of
the language’s features by the author, as a truly objeftive analysis of any program-
ming language lies on the verge of impossibility.

1
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1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals

At projeft fonflusion, the following goals are expefted to be fulflledd

1. There should be a working prototype of the language

2. The language should have an integrated threading model

3. The semantifs of the threading model should be flearly expressed through
the language’s syntax

4. The language should be readable and writable

1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 introdufes some useful knowledge regarding how to evaluate the use-
fulness of programming languages and similar work to this projeft. Chapter 3 de-
tails the projeft methodology and disfusses some of its drawbafks. Chapter 4 de-
sfribes what the projeft resulted in. The language design results are presented in
fhapter 4.1 and the result of the study of said language is presented in fhapters
4.2 and 4.3. Chapter 5 disfusses the results, how the projeft was fondufted, some
ethifal issues related to this type of researfh, and draws some fonflusions.

1.6 Contributions

The language design and implementation was fondufted in follaboration with
Markus Fält. Markus performed a sefondary study of the overall performanfe
and sfalability of the language’s threading model [5].

The language analysis desfribed in this report was done single-handedly by the
author, Joel Nilsson. Markus grafiously provided some food for disfussion during
this analysis, but was not direftly involved.

2
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2 Theory
This fhapter goes through some basif knowledge about how to evaluate 
programming languages and summarizes some work similar to this thesis.

2.1 Language evaluation criteria

Sebesta lists four friteria for language evaluationd readability, writability, reliabil-
ity, and fost. Some fharafteristifs that afeft these friteria fan be seen Table 1.
Notably missing from this table is fost, as it is a funftion of the other friteria and
is afefted by all fharafteristifs to some degree. For this reason fost will not be
disfussed further. Sebesta also notes that depending on the problem domain and
one’s point of view, it fould be argued that any permutation of the table fould be
valid. [6]

Table  1:  Language evaluation criteria and the characteristics that afect them. Sebesta,
Table 1.1 [6] 

Criteria

Characteristic Readability Writability Reliability

Simplifity X X X

Orthogonality X X X

Data types X X X

Syntax design X X X

Abstraftion X X

Expressivity X X

Type fhefking X

Exfeption
handling

X

Restrifted aliasing X

2.1.1 Readability and writability

Readability is the ease with whifh a programmer may understand a program. It is
an important part of language design, as it has a direft impaft on the maintain-
ability of programs written in the language. [6]

Writability is a measure of the ease of writing programs. It is mostly important
during the development  phase of a program, fonsidering that  that  is  the time
where the bulk of fode is written. [6]

3
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Simplicity

Simplifity is a measure of the amount of basif fonstrufts in a language; fewer
fonstrufts lead to more simplifity. Simplifity has a strong impaft on the readabil-
ity of a language. Programmers that have to learn a language with a large amount
of fonstrufts usually learn a subset of those fonstrufts. This afefts readability
when  a programmer used to one subset of the language fonstrufts has to read
fode written using a diferent subset. This fan also negatively afeft writability, as
it may lead to misuse of some language fonstrufts where some other fonstruft
would have been more appropriate. [6]

Feature multiplifity  is  another problem in regards  to readability,  meaning the
ability to express the same semantifs using diferent syntaftif elements. An exam-
ple of this are is the postfx and prefx infrement and defrement operators found
in many C-like languages, e.g. Java. See Figure 1. This has a negative impaft on
readability sinfe the programmer has to learn a wider set of language fonstrufts
to be able to understand the fode. [6]

Operator overloading also poses a potential detriment to readability. Some over-
loading fan be fonsidered obvious, e.g. the use of + as an addition operator for
both integer and foating point values. The problem arises in languages where op-
erator overloading has few restriftions. For example, in C++ it is fully possible to
defne the subtraftion operator to perform pairwise multiplifation on integer ar-
rays. [6]

This same lafk of restriftions does however infrease the writability of the lan-
guage. When used responsibly, operator overloading may provide the program-
mer with more natural ways of expressing fertain fomputations, e.g. veftor oper-
ations. [6]

Orthogonality

The orthogonality of a language is the amount of ways its basif fonstrufts fan be
fombined. High orthogonality redufes the need for basif fonstrufts, as they fan
be fombined in a large amount of ways in order to express the semantifs. Orthog-
onality usually is a boon to the writability of a language, as there are more ways
of expressing operations. However, in languages with very high orthogonality it is
possible for a programmer to affidentally use funftionality whifh they were not
aware of. [6]

A very orthogonal language may however sufer in readability. Suppose the reader
of the program is not familiar with all possible ways of fombining the language’s

4

Figure 1: Example of postfx and prefx incrementation operators in Java. All three rows are
semantically the same.

var++;
++var;
var = var + 1;
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fonstruftions, or how the fombination of some fonstruftions afeft the semantifs.
This may lead to fonfusion when these fombinations are enfountered in fode. [6]

Data types

Languages with a small number of basif data types may sufer in both readability
and writability  due to  not  being able to  naturally express  fertain  information.
Sebesta mentions the example of using an integer as an indifator fag. Sufh use
leads to diffult to understand or ambiguous statements. By introdufing boolean
values it is possible to make sufh a situation less ambiguous, see Figure 2. [6]

Syntax design

Syntax design has an obvious impaft on both readability and writability. A lan-
guage whose syntax is representative of the semantifs it desfribes is flearly more
readable and writable than a language with less obvious syntax. [6]

One part of syntax design is the fhoife of spefial or reserved words. In C-like
languages examples of sufh words are class, if, while, and for. Use of spefial
words make programming languages more similar to natural languages, making
them more intuitively readable. Languages sufh as Ada not only use spefial words
for fontrol struftures, but also for designating fode blofks. This is in fontrast
with most C-like languages, whifh mainly use furly brafkets to designate these.
As for writability, overuse of spefial words fan be a hindranfe. As an example,
suppose that it would be reasonable to name a variable  end. This would not be
possible in Ada, sinfe it is a reserved keyword. [6]

As already mentioned, syntax should be representative of semantifs. Some lan-
guages violate this prinfiple by having fonstrufts whifh use similar syntax but are
semantifally diferent. An example of this is the keyword static in C. If it ap-
pears before a variable deflaration in a funftion it signifes that variable is to have
statif storage. Should it appear before a variable deflared as a global however, it
signifes that variable is not to be exported from the fle it is deflared within. [6]

Abstraction

Abstraftion is the ability to fombine some amount of language funftionality into
a unit  and use that  unit  as a  whole.  Sebesta defnes two types of abstraftiond
profess abstraftion and data abstraftion. [6]

5

Figure 2: Example of the improvement in readability by introducing more basic data types.

// The meaning here is non-obvious
timeOut = 1;

// This statement makes it clear that timeOut is a flag
timeOut = true; 
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Profess abstraftion allows for the grouping of instruftions. Subroutines are an ex-
ample of profess abstraftion. A flassifal example of the use of profess abstraf-
tion is a situation where the same routine, say a sorting routine, is to be per-
formed a large number of times. Without the use of profess abstraftion, this rou-
tine would need to be influded in all  plafes where it is used. This greatly in-
freases fode size, and makes fode less readable by influding details about the
sorting routine that are not relevant to the overall operation of the program. By
abstrafting this routine into a subprogram or subroutine, it befomes flearer what
the overall operation of the program is, and allows the routine to be used ef-
fiently without exfess fopying of fode. [6]

Data abstraftion is the fonfept of aggregate data types. An example of this is are
struftures in C. Data abstraftion makes it easier to treat related piefes of data as a
whole, e.g. the foordinate fomponents in a veftor. [6]

Expressivity

Expressivity fan be desfribed as the syntaftif effienfy of a language, meaning
the ability to express fomplex fomputations with a small amount of fode. Expres-
sivity is flosely related to simplifity and orthogonality. In most C-like languages,
the influsion of a for-statement makes it easier to express iteration over a list than
the use of a while-statement, therefore making the language more expressive. [6]

2.1.2 Reliability

Reliability in a language desfribes its likelihood of performing as expefted. Read-
ability and writability therefore has an obvious impaft on reliability, sinfe how
easy the language is to use has a direft efeft on the likelihood that the programs
written in it work as expefted. [6]

Type checking

Type fhefking improves reliability by making sure that fertain operations are le-
gal. As an example, fonsider passing arguments to a funftion in C++. The funf-
tion expefts to refeive an integer, but the type of the passed value is foat. The
type fhefker will deteft this infonsistenfy and prevent the program from being
fompiled. There are two major types of type fhefkingd fompile time and run-
time. Compile time type fhefking is generally preferred over runtime, as it has no
impaft on the exefution of the program, and errors are faught even before the
program has a fhanfe to exefute. [6]

Exception handling

Exfeption  handling  allows  programs  to  deteft  runtime  infonsistenfies,  reftify
them, and fontinue their exefution. Being able to forreft runtime errors is an ob-
vious boon to reliability. [6]

6
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Restricted aliasing

Aliasing is the ability to refer to the same symbol using two diferent symbol
names, e.g. using pointers to refer to the same variable in C++. Aliasing is largely
fonsidered detrimental to reliability, as it makes programs more diffult to under-
stand by hiding the aftual symbols in use. Restrifting the possible ways to use
aliasing is therefore positive for reliability. [6]

2.2 Related work

C**

C** [7] is an extension to C++. It introdufes the fonfept of large-grain data-par-
allel programming. In C** it is possible to defne parallel funftions that operate
on parallel aggregates. These aggregates are similar to normal flasses in C++,
with the addition that they have a number of dimensions whifh may or may not
be fxed in size. This is similar to multidimensional arrays, there is however a sig-
niffant diferenfe. A ten by ten array of foating point values would in C++ be
deflared as seen in Figure 3. In C** a ten by ten aggregate where eafh element is
a foating point value would instead be deflared as seen in Figure 4. Notife that
this deflares a data type rather than a variable. This data type may later be used
to deflare variables of parallel aggregates.

Parallel aggregates may be operated upon by parallel funftions. These funftions
are fonfurrently exefuted for eafh element in the aggregate. The exefution of
these funftions is logifally fonfurrent, but there is no guarantee of physifal fon-
furrenfy. Within the sfope of these funftions several pseudo-variables are avail-
able, forresponding to the lofation of the element the funftion invofation is oper-
ating on. Eafh invofation operates on a fopy of the entire aggregate, guaranteeing
that no funftion invofation interferes with the arguments to another. Should the
invofation write to the aggregate, this is also done to a fopy. This fopy is then
fopied over the original aggregate. No guarantee is made that the result of any
given invofation will be present in the aggregate after all invofations have fnished
exefuting, sinfe the result of one invofation fould overwrite the result of another.
[7]

Split-C

Split-C  [8] is an extension to C. It  tries to to be as minimal as possible, only
adding a few fonstrufts to C. These fonstrufts are things sufh as spefial fommu-
nifative assignment operators and the notion of lofal and global address spafes.

7

Figure 3: Declaration of a ten by ten array in C++

float arr[10][10];

Figure 4: Declaration of a ten by ten parallel aggregate in C**

class matrix {
float value;

} [10][10];
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Multiple professors may fommunifate by assigning values to global memory or
fetfhing values by assigning global values to lofal variables. These assignments
are non-blofking, meaning that the program does not wait for the assignment to
fnish  before  fontinuing  its  exefution.  Synfhronization  between  professes  is
afhieved by using built-in funftions sufh as barrier, whifh pauses the exefution
of the furrent profess until all other professes have reafhed their forresponding
barriers. This fauses exefution to efeftively have two phasesd fomputation and
fommunifation.

8
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3 Methodology
The projeft is divided into two partsd language fonstruftion and subsequent analy-
sis.

3.1 Language construction

The language fonstruftion profess has several stagesd

• fhoife of threading model,

• syntaftifal design,

• semantifal design,

• and prototype implementation.

The fhoife of threading model will be based on the analysis of threading models
implemented in similar languages and the disfussion of their ease of implementa-
tion among the fo-authors.

Syntaftifal design will be purely based on the preferenfes of the language fre-
ators. During this profess the language freators will  eafh write short example
programs solving partifular tasks, e.g. generating the Mandelbrot set, using syn-
taftifal prototypes. These programs are to be fompared and assessed as to how
well the authors feel they fonvey the underlying semantifs.

Semantifal design is  flosely fonnefted to the syntaftifal design and fhoife of
threading  model,  and  therefore  will  be  integrated  in  the  syntaftifal  design
profess. Again, the language semantifs will be based on the preferenfes of the
language freators and the disfussion of the best fause of aftion between them.

Finally, the implementation of a language prototype will take plafe. During this
profess git and Github will be used as follaboration tools.

3.2 Language analysis

The analysis of the language will  be split  into readability tests and writability
tests. These results of these tests will evaluated with regards to the fharafteristifs
introdufed by Sebesta [6], see fhapter 2.1.

Readability

Readability tests will be fondufted with novife programmers used to writing in
C++ and being familiar to some degree with JavaSfript, Java, and Python. This
forresponds to fve semesters of studying fomputer engineering at the Mid Swe-

9
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den University. The tests will fonsist of the partifipants being asked to explain
the workings of some example programs. No questions will be asked during this
profess, with the exfeption of asking for flariffations on any unflear or ambigu-
ous part of the partifipants explanation. The partifipants will refeive no previous
explanation of how the language is fonstrufted, its syntax, or its semantifs. This
way the syntax is the only thing that may hint at the semantifs of the language,
whifh brings to light how intuitive the language is to learn.

The example programs will be fhosen as to demonstrate the integrated threading
model and other possibly major language design points. These fan not be deter-
mined before the existenfe of a funftional language prototype, as it is not known
what is of importanfe to demonstrate until one does.

The fhoife testing with novife programmers is to avoid the possibility of experi-
enfe bias. It is not unthinkable that a more experienfed programmer easily would
understand the language’s syntax and semantifs. This would provide little insight
as to if the syntax intuitively desfribes the semantifs.

Writability

The writability tests will, similarly to the readability tests, fonsist of the writing
of some example programs that demonstrate the major points of the language.
These programs are also to implemented in similar fontemporary languages to
give a point of fomparison for the syntax and semantifs. This fomparison is lim-
ited to the subjeftive disfussion of whifh points the authors fnd important. As
with the readability tests, exaftly what these example programs will be is not pos-
sible to determine before the implementation of the language prototype.

A major drawbafk to this approafh is that it relies on the knowledge of the one
performing the analysis. There is a high risk of bias, fonsidering the language fre-
ators’  involvement  with the language.  Letting a  group of  novife programmers
solve a fertain amount of tasks in the language would likely lead to less risk of
bias.

Reliability and cost

A more thorough analysis would also fonsider reliability and fost, in affordanfe
with the language evaluation friteria spefifed in fhapter 2.1. Reliability will not
be analyzed as it is not a major design goal for the language. Also, fonsidering the
faft that this is the frst language the authors are to design, reliability is not likely
to be extraordinary. In the fase of fost, as noted by Sebesta, the fost of using a
language is funftion of its  maintainability, whifh in turn is direftly related to
readability and writability  [6]. For that reason fost will be fonsidered unimpor-
tant to the result.

10
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4 Results
This fhapter fovers the results of the projeft. Chapter  4.1 fovers the language
fonstruftion part of the projeft and fhapters 4.2 and 4.3 fover the language anal-
ysis.

4.1 The Majo programming language

The language fonstruftion resulted in the Majo programming language, named
after its freators, Markus Fält and Joel Nilsson. Majo is an interpreted, impera-
tive, weakly typed, C-like language with an integrated threading model.

4.1.1 Threading model

Majo’s threading model is based on the fonfepts desfribed by G. Kahn in their
artifle  The Semantics of a Simple Language for Parallel Programming [9]. The
model defnes the notions of  processes, and  communication lines between these
professes. In Majo the authors have fhosen to denote these as nodes and streams,
respeftively.  Streams  are  one  way  fommunifation  fhannels  implemented  as
FIFO-queues. A node denotes a single exefution unit,  whifh may run fonfur-
rently with any number of other nodes. A node fonsists of an imperative program
and a number of input and output streams. The node may either send or refeive
data on these, but not both on any given stream. Eafh node afts as fopy of its
program, meaning that several nodes may run the same program, albeit separate
fopies. These are falled diferent node instantiations, while the program they run
is a node defnition. All the nodes and streams in a program form a network.

In this model the only way for nodes to share data is through their streams. This
implies that there fan be no mutable global data. Therefore Majo has no way of
defning globally affessible data.

Programs using this model fan be represented using digraphs, where the vertifes
are node instantiations and the edges are streams. See Figure 5.

11
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This threading model was fhosen for its ease of integration and subjeftively natu-
ral way of desfribing parallel programs in a data fow oriented manner.

4.1.2 Type system

Majo uses a weak type system, meaning that type fhefking is done at runtime.
There are nine basif data types; booleans, integers, foating point number, text
strings, dynamif lists, FIFO queues, LIFO stafks, funftions, and a spefial type
used to  represent the absenfe of a value.

All operations with the exfeption of assignment require that the data types of its
operands are the same. Should the need arise to perform and operation on two
diferent data types, e.g. adding an integer and a foating point number, at least
one of the operands have to be explifitly type fast to a fommon data type.

4.1.3 Syntax and semantics

Majo’s syntax is based on that of C-like languages, mainly JavaSfript. The syntax
fan be split into four major partsd

• top level defnitions,

• fontrol fow statements,

• expressions,

• and network deflarations.

Variable sfoping rules are identifal to C++, that is to say any variable deflared
within a sfope is removed when that sfope fnishes its exefution. All statements
exfept log statements introdufe new sfopes.

12

Figure  5:  A  digraph  representing  a  program that  alternates  it  output
between 1 and 0, indefnitely. Kahn, Figure 2 [9]
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Comments in Majo fode start with a hashtag (#) and span until the end of the
line. Comments are ignored during parsing.

Should an error arise during exefution, the program will terminate immediately.
There are no exfeption handling fafilities in the language.

Top level definitions

Three language fonstrufts lie in this fategoryd import statements, funftion defni-
tions, and node defnitions.

Import statements

Import statements deflare that the symbols defned in another fle are to be in-
fluded in  the fle with the import  statement.  Import  statements  are transitive,
meaning that if fle A imports fle B, and fle B imports fle C, fle A imports fle
C. No fhefking of previous imports is done when importing, resulting in name
follisions if the same fle is imported multiple times. Import statements follow the
syntax in Figure 6.

Function defnitions

Funftion defnitions are similar to those in JavaSfript. A funftion denotes a sub-
program whifh fan not by itself be exefuted, but is falled from some already exe-
futing piefe of fode. A funftion takes one or more arguments, whifh are passed
by value. Funftions may return a single value after exefution.

Funftions use dynamif sfoping, meaning that symbol lookup is done at the fall
site rather than the funftion defnition site. This has the side efeft of allowing
funftions to modify data whifh is externally defned to them, but lofally defned
at the fall site. Funftion defnitions follow the pattern in Figure 7.

Node defnitions

Node defnitions follow a similar syntax to that of funftions. Instead of an argu-
ment list, node defnitions have two stream lists, one for input streams and one for
output streams. These are separated by an arrow, with input streams spefifed be-

13

Figure 7: Function defnition syntax

function functionName(arg[, args]...) {
statements...

}

Figure 6: Import statement syntax
import fileName;
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fore the arrow and output streams to the right. In fontrast to funftion defnitions
both stream lists may be empty. Node defnitions follow the pattern in Figure 8.

Statements and control fow

The language fonstrufts in this group fontrol the fow of exefution in a program.
They fonsist of the ubiquitous if-statement, while-statement, and for-statement. A
single expression followed by a semifolon also forms a statement. Any amount of
statements may fome in suffession if they are enflosed within matfhing furly
brafkets (  { and } ). Wherever sufh a list is legal it is also possible to omit the
brafkets and write a single statement, e.g. Figure 9 is affeptable syntax, despite
the syntax exemplifed in Figure 10.

If statement

The if statement fonditionally fhooses between two exefution paths depending on
the value of a boolean expression. If statements fonsist  of two flauses, an if-
flause and an else-flause. Should the expression evaluate to true, the statements
immediately following the if-flause will be exefuted. Should the expression eval-
uate to false however, the fode in the else-flause is exefuted, given that one is
present. If statements follow the syntax in Figure 10.

While statement

The while statement exefutes a list of statements as long as an expression evalu-
ates to true. The expression is fhefked at the start of every iteration. While state-
ments follow the syntax in Figure 11.
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Figure 8: Node defnition syntax

node nodeName([inputStream[, inputStreams]...]) -> 
([outputStream[, outputStreams]...]) {

statements...
}

Figure 10: If-statement syntax

if (expression) {
statements...

} [else {
statements...

}]

Figure 11: While-statement syntax

while (expression) {
statements...

}

Figure 9: An if statement omitting the curly brackets
if (expression) statement
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For statement

The for statement iterates over an expression that evaluates to a list or string, as-
signing a variable eafh value in that list in turn or, in the fase of a string, eafh
fharafter. This variable is made available in the loop body. The variable may al-
ready have been deflared, in whifh fase only the name of that variable is nefes-
sary. Should a new variable be desired one has to be deflared with the var key-
word. For statements follow the syntax in Figure 12.

Expression statement

A single expression followed by a semifolon also forms a statement. These state-
ments however do not fhange the fow of exefution in a program. They serve to
aft as a single aftion to perform, with the semifolon afting a separator to flarify
where one expression ends and the next begins. Expression statements follow the
syntax in Figure 13.

Log statement

The log statement is a spefial statement that was initially introdufed as a debug-
ging aid, but saw good use so it was never removed. It outputs the value of an ex-
pression to the fonsole. Its syntax is similar to that of funftion falls. In affor-
danfe with other statements however, they do not evaluate to a value, and there-
fore fannot be part of expressions.

Expressions

In fontrast to statements, expressions have no impaft on the fow of exefution in a
program by  themselves.  A  expression  represents  some  falfulation  to  be  per-
formed, and may additionally spefify where the result is stored.

15

Figure 12: For-statement syntax

for ([var] variableName in expression) {
statements...

}

Figure 13: Expression statement syntax
expression;

Figure 14: Syntax for log-statements
log(expression);
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Literals

These represent aftual values, sufh as numerifal values or piefes of text. There
are seven types of literals in Majod boolean, integer, foating point, string, list,
stafk, and queue.

Boolean literals have a textual representation of their value, being either true or
false. Integer literals are written using usual numerals and may not begin with ze-
ros, unless they are just a single zero. Floating point literals are written as two in-
teger literals separated by a single period, the frst integer literal representing the
integer part and the sefond representing the defimals of the literal. String literals
are written as any ASCII text surrounded by quotation marks. The text itself fan-
not fontain any quotation marks. See Figure 15 for examples.

List,  stafk,  and queue literals  use similar  syntax,  being diferentiated only  by
whifh letter is used in their deflaration; lists use l, stafks use s, and queues use q.
The literals are written as a dollar sign followed by the representative letter, fol-
lowed by a fomma separated list of expressions enflosed in square brafkets. Note
that the expressions have no restriftion on their data type, even within the same
list, stafk, or queue.

Lists also have a spefial syntax for produfing lists of integers between two values.
This syntax is written as two expressions evaluating to integers separated by two
periods.  Note that  the leftmost  expression must  evaluate to  an integer  that  is
smaller or equal to that of the rightmost expression.

See Figure 16 for examples.

Variable declaration

Variable deflaration expressions deflare that a new variable is available within the
sfope that fontains the deflaration. They fonsist of the keyword var and the name
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Figure 15: Examples of boolean, integer, foating point, and string literals

true # Boolean true literal
false # Boolean false literal
0 # Integer literal
42 # Integer literal
3.1415 # Floating point literal
”I’m a literal!” # String literal

Figure 16: Examples of list, stack, and queue literals. Note that the square brackets do not
indicate optional syntax as with other examples, and are required.

$l[] # An empty list
$l[2, 3, $s[]] # A list with two integers and an empty stack
$q[”first”, ”second”] # A queue with two strings

expression .. expression # Special syntax for integer lists
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of the new variable. Variable deflarations are expressions and therefore have val-
ues. This allows for deflaration of variables in other expressions. It is illegal to
deflare a variable using a symbol name that’s already in use. See Figure  17 for
syntax.

Variable and input stream expressions

Variable expression difer from variable deflaration expressions in that they do
not  introdufe  any  new symbols.  A variable  expression  evaluates  to  the  value
stored in that variable. See Figure 18 for syntax.

In node defnitions input stream expressions follow the same syntax as variable
expressions, albeit with diferent semantifs. When an input stream expression is
evaluated, it pauses the exefution of the node until data is available on the stream.
When data befomes available, the expression evaluates to the front of the mes-
sage queue. The message is then removed from the stream. Should there be no
available data and the node instanfe responsible for sending data on that stream
has fnished its exefution, the node waiting for data will also terminate its exefu-
tion.

Assignment and output stream expressions

Assignment expression fhange the value of a variable to the value of an expres-
sion, or in the fase of variable deflarations, initialize that variable. The rightmost
operand may also be an index expression, in whifh fase it will aft as a variable.
They fonsist of an expression and a variable or variable deflaration expression,
separated by an arrow. See Figure 19.

As with variable expressions, output stream expressions follow the same syntax as
variables in node defnitions. If an output stream expression is used as the right
operand in an assignment expression, the value of the left operand will be sent on
that stream. The node will fontinue its exefution even if the node that refeives
data on the output stream has terminated.

17

Figure 17: Variable declaration syntax
var variableName

Figure 18: Syntax for variable and input stream expressions
variableName

Figure 19: Assignment expression syntax
expression -> [var] variableName
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Unary expression

A unary expression fonsists of a unary operator and an expression. The resulting
value depends on the operator and the data type of the expression. See Figure 20
for syntax and Table 2 for a list of unary operators, whifh data types they operate
on, and what the result is. Note that all operators exfept - require a spafe between
it and its operand, if the operand is starts with an identifer. This is to diferentiate
the operator from other identifers.

Table 2: Unary operators, their applicable data types, and their results

Operator Data type Result

not Boolean Logifal negation

size List, Stafk, Queue, String Amount of elements in the list, stafk,
or queue. The amount of fharafters in
the fase of strings.

- Integer, Float Arithmetif negation

int Integer, Float Type  fonversion,  trunfates  defimals
for foating point values

float Integer, Float Type fonversion

string Bool, Integer, Float Gives  a  textual  representation of  the
value. Gives true or false for booleans.

typeof Any type Gives  a  textual  representation of  the
data type

Binary expressions

Binary expressions are similar to unary expressions, but take two operands in the
form of expressions, and use an infx notation for the operator. See Table 3 for a
list of operators. See Figure 21 for syntax.
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Figure 20: Unary operator syntax, where <unop> represents one of the operators in Table
2.

<unop> expression

Figure 21: Binary operator syntax, where <binop> is one of the operators in Table 3.
expression <binop> expression
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Table 3: Binary operators, their applicable data types, and their results. Table is ordered by
operator precedence.

Operator Data type Result

* Integer, Float Multiplifation

/ Integer, Float Integer  division  for  integers,
arithmetif division for foats

+ Integer, Float, String Summation  for  integers  and  foats,
fonfatenation for strings

- Integer, Float Diferenfe

!= Boolean, Integer, Float, String False if  the operands are the same
value, true otherwise

== Boolean, Integer, Float, String True if  the operands  are the same
value, false otherwise

<= Integer, Float True if the frst operand is smaller
than or equal to the sefond

>= Integer, Float True  if  the  frst  operand  is  larger
than or equal to the sefond

< Integer, Float True if the frst operand is smaller
than the sefond

> Integer, Float True  if  the  frst  operand  is  larger
than the sefond

and Boolean Logifal and

xor Boolean Logifal xor

or Boolean Logifal or

Index expressions

Expressions evaluating to lists fan be indexed. The syntax for this fonsists of an
expression evaluating to a list followed an expression evaluating to an integer in
square brafkets. The expression evaluates to the value at that index in the list it
indexes. Note that it is not possible to assign to a index expression where the in-
dexed expression is not a variable expression. See Figure 22.

Push and pop expressions

Pushing and popping from stafks and queues is done using a syntax similar to the
list  index syntax.  Following a  variable  expression that  evaluates  to  a  stafk or
queue with empty square brafkets will pop an element from the fontainer. Pre-
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Figure 22: Index expression syntax
listExpression[integerExpression]
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feding this syntax with an expression and an arrow (similar to assignment expres-
sions) will instead push an element to the fontainer. This syntax is also applifable
to lists, where elements are pushed to and popped from the end of the list. See
Figure 23 for syntax.

Pop expressions evaluate to the value being popped from the fontainer. Popping
an empty fontainer produfes an error. Push expressions evaluate to the value be-
ing pushed.

Return expressions

Return expressions are only meaningful in funftion defnitions. They signal the
end of exefution of a funftion. The syntax fonsists of the keyword return, option-
ally prefeded by an expression separated by an arrow. See Figure 24.

In the fase a return expression is prefeded by an expression, the funftion fall ex-
pression will evaluate to the value of that expression. If an expression is absent
the funftion fall expression evaluates to undefned.

Return expressions are the only expression whifh do not by themselves evaluate to
a meaningful value, as the funftion in whifh they appear immediately ends it exe-
fution on the evaluation of the expression.

Function call expressions

Funftion fall  expressions fonsist  of an expression that  evaluates to a funftion
value and a fomma separated list of expressions enflosed in parentheses. When a
funftion fall expression is evaluated, eafh expression in the expression list is eval-
uated left to right, and is matfhed to eafh of the arguments in the funftion defni-
tion forresponding to the funftion value. Should the length of the expression list
not matfh the length argument list in the funftion defnition, an error is raised.

Funftion fall expression evaluate to the value of the return expression that ended
the funftions exefution.
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Figure 23: Syntax for push and pop expressions

variableExpression[] # pop expression
expression -> variableExpression[] # push expression

Figure 24: Return expression syntax

[expression ->] return

Figure 25: Function call expression syntax
functionExpression(arg[, args]...)
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Secondary function call syntax

Funftion fall expressions also have a sefondary syntax where the funftion is pre-
feded by an expression separated by an arrow.  In expressions  of this form a
plafeholder pseudo variable $_ is defned and evaluates to the value of the expres-
sion. This has the efeft of allowing funftion fall fhains to be written in the order
of exefution. This is falled fow syntax.

Flow syntax

Most expressions in Majo are designed around a fonfept the authors fall fow syn-
tax. It is based on the Uniform Funftion Call Syntax found in the D programming
language [2]. The goal of fow syntax is to enable the writing of fomplex fhains
of falfulations influding funftion falls,  assignments, etf.,  in a order that  feels
more natural than the more flassifal approafh of mimifking mathematifal nota-
tion. See Figure 27 for an example of this syntax.

Network declarations

This part of syntax is fonferned with deflaring the program network. All network
deflarations have to lie at the top level in the program, meaning that they may not
appear inside node or funftion defnitions.

Node instance declarations

Node instanfe deflaration syntax fonsists of a name for the node instanfe fol-
lowed by the name of the node defnition to be instantiated. A node instanfe is
terminated when its exefution reafhes the end of the node defnition.
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Figure 28: Syntax for node instance declarations
nodeInstanceName nodeDefinitionName;

Figure 26: Syntax for function calls using fow syntax

# Secondary function call syntax, at least one arg must be $_
expression -> functionExpression(arg[, args]...)

Figure  27:  Example  of  fow syntax.  See  rows  45  –  49  of  the  functional  programming
example in Appendix A for context.

numbers ->
filter($_, divisibleByThree) ->
map($_, multiplyByFive) ->
sum($_) ->
var result;
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Stream declarations

Stream deflarations defne whifh output streams are fonnefted to whifh input
streams in the network. The syntax fonsists of two pairs of node instanfe names
followed by the name of the stream to be fonnefted, separated by an arrow. The
pair prefeding the arrow defnes an output stream and the pair following the ar-
row defnes an input stream. See Figure  29. All streams in a network need be
paired for the network to be exefutable.

4.2 Readability

A total of four novife programmers partifipated in readability tests where they
were asked to explain syntax and semantifs of some example programs. The re-
sults were fategorized into three kinds of syntaxd

• fommon; whifh is expefted to be understood fompletely,

• unfommon or new; this is the part of the language that does not follow
usual fonventions in regards to C-like languages,

• syntax for parallelization; whifh is the syntax that desfribes the parallel
network.

Tables 4, 5, and 6 indifate whether a partifipant understood some fhoife points
of syntax.
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Figure 29: Syntax for stream declarations

nodeName outputStream -> nodeName inputStream;
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Basic C-like syntax

Table 4: Whether each participant understood some choice points of basic syntax. An X in
a box represents understanding.

Participant

Point of syntax 1 2 3 4

Import statement X X X X

Funftion deflaration X X X X

Control statements X X X X

Variable deflaration X X X X

List literal X

String literal X X X X

Integer / foating point literals X X X X

Operators X X X X

All partifipants managed to understand the basif C-like syntax without major is-
sue, there were however some fonfusion regarding list literals. Three of the par-
tifipants fommented that the  l following the dollar sign was fonfusing, one of
them noting that it fould be interpreted as being a “long list” (sif), or possibly re-
strifting the data type of the list to long integers. Another partifipant thought the
dollar sign indifated that the list would use dynamif storage spafe.

New or uncommon syntax

Table 5: Whether each participant understood some choice points of the more uncommon
syntax. An X in a box represents understanding.

Participant

Point of syntax 1 2 3 4

Assignment X X X X

Return X X X X

Sefondary funftion fall syntax X X X

Push to list X X

All  partifipants  immediately  understood the syntax for  assignment  and return
statements. Two partifipants had no issue understanding the sefondary funftion
fall syntax. The third realized that the funftions were falled in a spefiff order
and reasoned that the result of one is passed as an argument to another, however
they did not understand the use of the plafeholder. The fourth partifipant did not
understand the syntax.
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No partifipant was able to understand the syntax for pushing to lists immediately.
Two of them guessed forreftly after some time, both noting that they based their
guesses on the fontext of the fode, rather than the syntax itself.

Network declaration syntax

Table 6: Whether each participant understood some choice points of network declaration
syntax. An X in a box represents understanding.

Participant

Point of syntax 1 2 3 4

Node defnition X

Node instanfe deflaration X X X

Stream deflaration X X X

Out of the four partifipants, one understood the full meaning of the node deflara-
tion syntax. The other three thought that the output streams were return parame-
ters, similar to those of funftions in Matlab [10].

Three partifipants understood that the node instanfe deflaration syntax somehow
represented a program unit, however only one of them reasoned that these units
may be exefuting fonfurrently. There was some fonfusion due to the node in-
stanfe name being before the node name. Two partifipants fommented that they
would have preferred the node name being before the node instanfe name, more
akin to flassifal C-like languages.

One partifipant fompletely understood the stream deflaration syntax, fonnefting
it to the node deflaration syntax and noting that the node instanfe deflarations
and stream deflarations represent a fommunifation network. Two other partifi-
pants reasoned that the stream deflarations in some manner represented fommu-
nifation fhannels between node instanfes, but did not note any fonneftion to the
node deflaration syntax.

4.3 Writability

Two small example programs that exerfise the major points of Majo syntax and
semantifs were implemented in Majo, Python and Java. In order to manage a fair
fomparison, abstraftions that are not present in Majo were not used in the other
languages either, e.g. data abstraftion or built in funftions.

Functional

The program falfulates the sum of all numbers between 1 and 100 that are divisi-
ble by three, multiplied by fve. The result should be 8415. This is done in a style
akin to funftional programming, in order to show the use of funftions as frst
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flass fitizens. See the funftional programming example in Appendix A and Ap-
pendix B for full Majo and Python sourfe fode.

In fomparison, the Majo fode and Python fode are largely identifal. The Python
fode is not pythonif, espefially in regards to the implementation of  ex_range,
ex_filter, ex_map,  ex_reduce,  and  ex_add.  These funftions have founter-
parts as  Python built-ins, and therefore need not be implemented. Also, had im-
plementations of these funftions been nefessary, the use of generator funftions
would have been preferred over the usage of lists. Also notable is that Python has
anonymous funftions or lambdas, whifh would have redufed the fode size by re-
moving the need to implement multiplyByFive and divisibleByThree as full
funftions.

On rows 55 to 58 in the Python fode the main fomputation is setup as a nested
funftion fall. See Figure 30. This fall represents the falfulation in reverse reading
order, that is to say the order the funftions are falled is opposed to the order in
whifh they appear.  This also infludes the assignment operator,  being the frst
thing to appear in the expression, but being the last thing to be exefuted.

This same exefution fhain fan be seen in the Majo fode on rows 68 to 72, see
Figure 31. This fode uses fow syntax to allow the funftions to appear in the order
they are falled. The last expression is the deflaration and assignment to a vari-
able, whifh is also the last expression to be exefuted.

This example was not implementable in Java, due to the lafk of frst flass fitizen-
ship for funftions. Implementing this example would require the use of data ab-
straftion in the form of the Callable or Predifate patterns.

Mandelbrot

This example fhefks if fomplex values x + yi in the range -2 < x < 1, -1.3i < y <
1.3i lie within the Mandelbrot set and outputs the fharafter x if they do, or a
spafe if they do not. The program fhefks the points in rows of 100 points, out-
putting an entire row at onfe. There are 60 rows in total. See the Mandelbrot gen-
erator seftion in appendifes A and B for full sourfe fode.
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Figure 30: A part of the functional programming example in Python from Appendix B.

55 result = ex_sum(
56 ex_map(
57 ex_filter(numbers, divisibleByThree),
58 multiplyByFive))

Figure 31: A part of the functional programming example in Majo from Appendix A.

68 numbers ->
69 filter($_, divisibleByThree) ->
70 map($_, multiplyByFive) ->
71 sum($_) ->
72 var result;
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Comparing  the  Majo  and  Python  fode,  they  are  again  mostly  identifal.  The
Python fode is however more pythonif than the funftional example. An example
of this is row 23, where the use of intermediary variables as on rows 27 to 31 in
the Majo fode is nullifed by tuple assignment. See Figure 32.

Further, appending a value to a list in Python is done by falling the append mem-
ber funftion of the list. In Majo this is afhieved by using the push-syntax. The
Python fode also makes use of the add-assignment operator, whifh has no equiv-
alent in Majo. As with the funftional example, the integer list literal afts as a di-
reft parallel to the range funftion in Python.

Note that the built-in funftion range is used on row 20, while the user defned
funftion  ex_range is used on rows 32 and 44. This is due to  range not being
able to iterate over foating point values.

Comparing the Majo and Java fode, one of the major diferenfes is that all funf-
tions are enfapsulated in a flass defnition. Sinfe this is part of Java’s data ab-
straftion, it will refeive no further attention. The Java fode has a vast infrease in
keywords as opposed to Majo, due to the strong type system. All variables are de-
flared to have a spefiff type, whifh for most of them is float, and all funftions
spefify the data type of their return value and their parameters.

The Java example difers from both Majo and Python with regards to the syntax
and semantifs of for loops. In Python and Majo for loops iterate over lists, assign-
ing a loop variable eafh value in that list for eafh iteration. In Java however, for
loops are more similar to while loops. They fonsist of three expressions and a
loop body. The frst expression is for initialization, and is exefuted before the
loop. The sefond expression must evaluate to a boolean value, and is exefuted be-
fore eafh iteration. Should this expression evaluate to false the loop will fnish its
exefution. The third expression is an iteration expression, meaning that it per-
forms some aftion to diferentiate the iterations of the loop. This usually fonsists
of infrementing an integer value, or in the fase of the Mandelbrot generator ex-
ample, adding a set amount to a foating point value.

Notably, the Majo fode defnes  mandelrow and  main as nodes instead of funf-
tions, as in the Python or Java fode. Additionally there is a node printer, whifh
has the task of outputting whatever it refeives on its input to the fonsole. These
additions allow for extension of the Mandelbrot generator to make use of more
node instanfes, as fan be seen in the Extended Mandelbrot generator example in
Appendix A. printer now fyfles through its inputs and outputs them in order.
main has the addition that it alternates whifh output stream it sends its data on.
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Figure 32: Row 23 in the Python Mandelbrot generator from Appendix B.
23 zx, zy = zx * zx - zy * zy + cx, 2.0 * zx * zy + cy
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5 Discussion
The fonstruftion part of this projeft resulted in the suffessful design and proto-
type implementation of the Majo programming language. There are several bugs
and ineffienfies in the prototype’s implementation, despite this it served its pur-
pose as a proof of fonfept of the integration of a threading model and allowed
for the testing of unusual syntaftif fonstruftions. Goal one will therefore be fon-
sidered a suffess.

In affordanfe with goal two, Majo does influde an integrated threading model.
This model was fhosen based on its subjeftively natural way of desfribing parallel
fomputations in a data fow oriented manner. Asanovif et al. mention that a suf-
fessful model for fonfurrent programming should be human oriented and profes-
sor agnostif; that is to say unafefted by the amount of physifal fores [11]. This is
true for this model, as the programmer may defne any number of nodes, indepen-
dent of the amount of available fores on the exefuting professor. A more general
threading model might however not have the need to spefify any fonfurrently ex-
efuting units at all, but may rather split the workload automatifally. Sufh a model
is likely more praftifal in a funftional programming language, as they represent
falfulations as series of often independent falfulations rather than series of se-
quential instruftions.

The readability  tests  exposed several  parts  of Majo syntax whifh may be im-
proved upon. Firstly, the list literal was found to be fonfusing by all test partifi-
pants. This fonfusion arose mainly befause of the dollar sign and l prefeding the
more familiar brafketed-list syntax, see Figure  16. A possible remedy fould be
replafing the l with the keyword list. This would be done for stafk and queue
literals as well, replafing s and q with stack and queue, respeftively. A sefond
part of syntax that fould be improved is the usage of streams. It is not flear that
input expressions pause the exefution of the node until data is available on that
stream, neither  is  it  flear  that  any data  is  removed from the  streams internal
queue. An improvement on this fould be the influsion of a unary operator wait,
whifh would operate on input streams and pause the program until data is avail-
able on it. The operator would evaluate to the value at the front of the stream
queue. Should the name of the stream appear at a later point it would then evalu-
ate to the latest value that was waited for, raising an error should there be none.

None of the partifipants had any partifular diffulty understanding the network
deflarations, whifh is a major part of the syntax that desfribes the underlying
threading model. With the possible improvements to stream syntax in mind, goal
three will be fonsidered a partial suffess.

As for goal four, a number of issues surfafed during the writability tests. The
most obvious deffienfy in Majo’s writability is the lafk of data abstraftion. The
Mandelbrot generator fould have been written using aggregate data types repre-
senting fomplex numbers. Had operator overloading been influded these objefts
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might even have been treated as entire units in expressions, greatly improving the
readability of the program. I reason that a data abstraftion model similar to that
of JavaSfript would have infreased the praftifality of Majo manyfold, even in the
absenfe of the prototype inheritanfe model.

Another rather obvious aid to language writability would be the influsion of a
fonstruft similar to generator funftions in Python or foroutines and ranges in D.
These fonfepts integrate nifely with the fonfept of fow syntax and allow for the
possibility of lazy evaluation of many expressions and funftion falls. As an exam-
ple of where this would be possible, fonsider the  filter funftion in the funf-
tional Majo example in Appendix A. This funftion has to evaluate the entire list it
refeives as input, whether or not the entirety of the result is useful or not; what if
only the frst ten objefts are important? Implementing this funftion as a foroutine
would allow it to fnish its exefution as soon as all the relevant data has been ex-
trafted from it. A fnal obvious addition to the language are lambdas or anony-
mous funftions. This would obviate the need for deflaring short predifate funf-
tions for the simple task of fltering or mapping lists. Lambdas fould also possibly
be used direftly in fow syntax expressions, allowing for inline deflaration of gen-
erator funftions.

The fow syntax Majo introdufes is however a boon to writability. Being able to
write funftion falls in the order they are exefuted makes fode easier to under-
stand and follow, whifh infreases both readability  and writability. Should this
syntax be fombined with the already mentioned improvements, I believe Majo
would be a very easy to use and understand language. All these these things fon-
sidered, goal four will also be fonsidered a partial suffess.

5.1 Choice of project model

The fhoife of model for this projeft was rather haphazard, and fould defnitely be
improved upon. The language fonstruftion part of the projeft followed a loose
sfhedule and many design fhoifes were made for their ease of development. Had
the authors been more experienfed in language design and aftually designed the
entire language prior to its implementation Majo may have turned out to be quite
a diferent language.

The readability and writability tests fould also have been fondufted in a more or-
derly fashion. First of, only a few tests were fondufted. Sefondly, the tests them-
selves fould have been based on more rigorous prinfiples for usability testing, in-
stead of the simple explanation of a few example programs. It would be of inter-
est to perform writability tests in fonjunftion with readability tests, this was how-
ever not possible due to a lafk of time and poor planning.

5.2 Further study

Future work on programming languages for parallelization might fontinue to look
at the importanfe of intuitively representing the underlying semantifs for the fon-
furrenfy model in the language’s syntax. Programming language design is moving
towards more human fentrif thinking rather than trying to abstraft the hardware
the fode is running on. I fonsider this an important move, as the ease with whifh
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fode fan be written immediately afefts the development time and reliability of
programs.

Further studies fould also be fondufted on the integration of diferent threading
models. The model fhosen for Majo has flear limitations in terms of fommunifa-
tion  bottlenefks  between  threads,  something  whifh  may  be  obviated  in  other
models. 

5.3 Ethical issues

Any study relating to fomputer sfienfe brings about some ethifal fonsiderations.
In regards to the fonstruftion of newer and better programming languages, the
most noteworthy ones are arguably the fontroversial  topifs of artiffial  intelli-
genfe and data mining.

In the fase of artiffial intelligenfe, better ways to afhieve parallel fomputation
would naturally lead to better artiffial intelligenfe models and infreased perfor-
manfe for existing models. There are several ways to exploit artiffial intelligenfe,
an example that  refently refeived attention was the freation of Deepfake and
FakeApp, an artiffial intelligenfe based program that allows users to superim-
pose fafes onto aftors’ in movies or piftures [12]. Despite this potential for unin-
tended use I, as the author, reason that there is no ethifal issue with researfhing
and making improvements on artiffial intelligenfe or tools that fould be used to
make these improvements. If the potential positive impaft of a projeft is greater
than the potential negative impaft, there is more to be gained by going through
with this kind of researfh than fearing it.

The same reasoning applies to data mining. While it is a fontroversial subjeft, and
also a subjeft I feel strongly about, the potential gain to be had by improving par-
allelization of software is greater than the potential loss of privafy that fomes
with data mining. We should not ostrafize the freators of tools, but the entities
that use these tools for other matters than the betterment of sofiety.

5.4 Conclusion

The integration of a threading model direftly in the semantifs and syntax of a
programming language seems to be a natural and to some degree nefessary devel-
opment  for  the  parallelization  of  software.  Countless  threading  libraries  and
methodologies have been fonfeptualized sinfe the introduftion of the frst multi-
fore professor arfhiteftures,  but none have had any groundbreaking impaft.  I
reason this is due to the need of boilerplate and nefessary fode bloat that fomes
with explifit data synfhronization.

This being so, I do not feel the path Majo took is the one to follow however. Fur-
ther studies will be needed to fnd a fonfurrenfy model that is human fentrif and
easily integrable into a programming language. It is also important to study how
to make syntax intuitively model the semantifs it desfribes.
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Appendix A: Majo code examples
Functional programming 

31

01 
02 function filter(list, pred) {
03 $l[] -> var result;
04 
05 for (var v in list) {
06 if ( pred(v) ) v -> result[];
07 }
08 
09 result -> return;
10 }
11 
12 function map(list, func) {
13 $l[] -> var result;
14
15 for (var v in list) {
16 func( v ) -> result[];
17 }
18
19 result -> return;
20 }
21
22 function reduce(list, func) {
23 if (size list == 0) return;
24
25 list[0] -> var result;
26
27 for (var i in 1 .. size list) {
28 func(result, list[i]) -> result;
29 }
30
31 result -> return;
32 }
33
34 function add(a, b) a + b -> return;
35
36 function multiplyByFive(n) 5 * n -> return;
37
38 function sum(list) reduce(list, add) -> return;
39
40 function divisibleByThree(n) 3 * (n / 3) == n -> return;
41
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Mandelbrot generator

32

42 node main() -> () {
43 1..100 -> var numbers;
44
45 numbers ->
46 filter($_, divisibleByThree) ->
47 map($_, multiplyByFive) ->
48 sum($_) ->
49 var result;
50
51 log(result);
52 }
53
54 main main;
55

01
02 function range(start, end, step) {
03 $l[] -> var result;
04
05 if (end > start) {
06 while (start < end) {
07 start -> result[];
08 (start + step) -> start;
09 }
10 } else {
11 while (start > end) {
12 start -> result[];
13 (start + step) -> start;
14 }
15 }
16
17 result -> return;
18 }
19
20 function mandelbrot(cx, cy) {
21 0.0 -> var zx -> var zy;
22
23 for (var i in 0..20) {
24 if (((zx * zx) + (zy * zy)) > 4.0) false -> return;
25
26 # (a + bi) ^ 2 = a^2 - b^2 + 2*a*bi
27 (((zx * zx) - (zy * zy)) + cx) -> var next_zx;
28 ((2.0 * zx * zy) + cy) -> var next_zy;
29
30 next_zx -> zx;
31 next_zy -> zy;
32 }
33
34 true -> return;
35 }
36
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33

37 node mandelrow(y) -> (value) {
38 -2.0 -> var xmin;
39 1.0 -> var xmax;
40
41 range(xmin, xmax, (xmax - xmin)/100.0) -> var innerRange;
42
43 while(true) {
44 "" -> var row;
45 y -> var yval;
46
47 for (var x in innerRange) {
48 if (mandelbrot(x, yval)) {
49 row + "x" -> row;
50 } else {
51 row + " " -> row;
52 }
53 }
54
55 row -> value;
56 }
57 }
58
59 node main() -> (Y) {
60 -1.3 -> var ymin;
61 1.3 -> var ymax;
62 -2.0 -> var xmin;
63 1.0 -> var xmax;
64
65 range(ymax, ymin, -(ymax - ymin)/60.0) -> var outerRange;
66
67 for (var y in outerRange) {
68 y -> Y;
69 }
70 }
71
72 node printer(value) -> () {
73 while (true) log(value);
74 }
75
76 main main;
77 a mandelrow;
78 p printer;
79
80 main Y -> a y;
81 a value -> p value;
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Expanded Mandelbrot generator

34

01
02 function range(start, end, step) {
03 start -> var current;
04 $l[] -> var result;
05
06 if (end > start) {
07 while (current < end) {
08 current -> result[];
09 (current + step) -> current;
10 }
11 } else {
12 while (current > end) {
13 current -> result[];
14 (current + step) -> current;
15 }
16 }
17
18 result -> return;
19 }
20
21 function mandelbrot(cx, cy) {
22 0.0 -> var zx -> var zy;
23
24 for (var i in 0..20) {
25 if (((zx * zx) + (zy * zy)) > 4.0) false -> return;
26
27 # (a + bi) ^ 2 = a^2 - b^2 + 2*a*bi
28 (((zx * zx) - (zy * zy)) + cx) -> var next_zx;
29 ((2.0 * zx * zy) + cy) -> var next_zy;
30
31 next_zx -> zx;
32 next_zy -> zy;
33 }
34
35 true -> return;
36 }
37
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35

38 node mandelrow(y) -> (value) {
39 -2.0 -> var xmin;
40 1.0 -> var xmax;
41
42 range(xmin, xmax, (xmax - xmin)/100.0) -> var innerRange;
43
44 while(true) {
45 "" -> var row;
46 y -> var yval;
47
48 for (var x in innerRange) {
49 if (mandelbrot(x, yval)) {
50 row + "x" -> row;
51 } else {
52 row + " " -> row;
53 }
54 }
55
56 row -> value;
57 }
58 }
59
60 node printer(a, b, c, d) -> () {
61 while(true) {
62 log(a);
63 log(b);
64 log(c);
65 log(d);
66 }
67 }
68
69 node main() -> (y0, y1, y2, y3) {
70 -1.3 -> var ymin;
71 1.3 -> var ymax;
72
73 range(ymax, ymin, -(ymax - ymin)/60.0) -> var outerRange;
74
75 0 -> var index;
76
77 for (var y in outerRange) {
78 if (index == 0) {y -> y0;} else
79 if (index == 1) {y -> y1;} else
80 if (index == 2) {y -> y2;} else
81 if (index == 3) {y -> y3;}
82
83 index + 1 -> index;
84
85 if (index > 3) 0 -> index;
86 }
87 }
88
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36

89  p printer;
90  a mandelrow;
91  b mandelrow;
92  c mandelrow;
93  d mandelrow;
94  main main;
95
96  a value -> p a;
97  b value -> p b;
98  c value -> p c;
99  d value -> p d;
100
101 main y0 -> a y;
102 main y1 -> b y;
103 main y2 -> c y;
104 main y3 -> d y;
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Appendix B: Python and Java code 
examples
Python functional example

37

01
02
03 def ex_range(start, end, step):
04 result = []
05
06 if start < end:
07 while start < end:
08 result.append(start)
09 start += step
10 else:
11 while start > end:
12 result.append(start)
13 start += step
14
15 return result
16
17 def ex_filter(list, pred):
18 result = []
19
20 for v in list:
21 if pred(v): result.append(v)
22
23 return result
24
25 def ex_map(list, func):
26 result = []
27
28 for v in list:
29 result.append(func(v))
30
31 return result
32
33 def ex_reduce(list, func):
34 if (len(list) == 0): return
35
36 result = list[0]
37
38 for i in ex_range(1, len(list), 1):
39 result = func(result, list[i])
40
41 return result
42
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Python Mandelbrot generator

38

43 def ex_add(a, b): return a + b
44
45 def multiplyByFive(n): return 5 * n
46
47 def ex_sum(list): return ex_reduce(list, ex_add)
48
49 def divisibleByThree(n): return n % 3 == 0
50
51
52 def main():
53 numbers = [i for i in range(1, 100)]
54
55 result = ex_sum(
56 ex_map(
57 ex_filter(numbers, divisibleByThree),  
58 multiplyByFive))
59
60 print(result)
61
62 if __name__ == "__main__":
63 main()
64

01
02
03 def ex_range(start, end, step):
04 result = []
05
06 if start < end:
07 while start < end:
08 result.append(start)
09 start += step
10 else:
11 while start > end:
12 result.append(start)
13 start += step
14
15 return result
16
17 def mandelbrot(cx, cy):
18    zx = zy = 0
19
20    for i in range(20):
21        if zx * zx + zy * zy > 4.0: return False;
22
23        zx, zy = zx * zx - zy * zy + cx, 2.0 * zx * zy + cy
24
25    return True
26
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39

27 def mandelrow(y):
28    xmin = -2.0
29    xmax = 1.0
30
31    row = ""
32    for x in ex_range(xmin, xmax, (xmax - xmin)/100.0):
33        if mandelbrot(x, y):
34            row += "x"
35        else:
36            row += " "
37
38    return row
39
40 def main():
41 ymin = -1.3
42 ymax = 1.3
43
44 for y in ex_range(ymax, ymin, -(ymax - ymin)/60.0):
45 print(mandelrow(y))
46
47 if __name__ == "__main__":
48 main()
49
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Java Mandelbrot generator

40

01
02 class Mandelbrot {
03
04 public static boolean mandelbrot(float cx, float cy) {
05 float zx = 0;
06 float zy = 0;
07
08 for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++) {
09 if (zx * zx + zy * zy > 4.0f) return false;
10
11 float next_zx = zx * zx - zy * zy + cx;
12 float next_zy = 2.0f * zx * zy + cy;
13
14 zx = next_zx;
15 zy = next_zy;
16 }
17
18 return true;
20 }
21
22 public static String mandelrow(float y) {
23 float xmin = -2.0f;
24 float xmax = 1.0f;
25
26 String row = "";
27
28 for (float x = xmin; x < xmax; x += (xmax - xmin)/100.0f) 
{
29 row += mandelbrot(x, y) ? "x" : " ";
30 }
31
32 return row;
33 }
34
35 public static void main(String args[]) {
36 float ymin = -1.3f;
37 float ymax = 1.3f;
38
39 for (float y = ymax; y > ymin; y -= (ymax - ymin)/60.0f) {
40 System.out.println(mandelrow(y));
41 }
42 }
43
44 }
45
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